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The aim of this case study is to carve out the multilayer role of art for creating zotter chocolate and
zotter package design, and accordingly for the brand zotter. Therewith I would like to deepen our
understanding of the diverse use/ commitment art can have for every day products like chocolate.
To do so, I will handle zotter products as art-works. That means I will not consider art to transport a
message, to copy reality or in other words to be an instrument for branding (as the classical
branding literature does (cf. Lüddemann, 2007, p. 9 sqq.)), but as an 'independent, [autonomous]
creative meaning producer' (Lüddemann, 2007, p. 9). Thus I will undertake a thought-experiment
by applying a cultural studies perspective to an everyday commodity. I will proceed as follows.
Firstly I will define art with an eye to zotter products. The third chapter deals...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
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